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Hardwire Kit DDPAI for OBD port

DDPAI Hardwire Kit power adapter for OBD port
Easy to install and use power adapter designed for DDPAI MINI 5, Z40, Z50, N3 Pro, etc. cameras. Allows you to activate the recording
function while stationary. It intelligently recognizes voltage and has 5 levels of protection, making it completely safe to use. The cable is
also compatible with electric cars. 
 
Easy installation
The adapter is equipped with an OBD diagnostic connector, so you don't have to remove the cover to get to the fuse box when you want
to install it to your car camera. As a result, you get an even more stable and secure power supply.
 
Monitor your vehicle while parked
The adapter allows you to use the recording function while parked. As soon as you park, your car camera will automatically activate the
Standstill mode and record all unwanted situations.
 
5 levels of protection
The device offers 5 levels of protection to keep your vehicle and the video recorder completely safe. So you don't have to worry about
under- or over-voltage, short-circuit, overcharging. The adapter also has reverse connection protection, so your possible mistake during
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installation won't harm your camcorder. 
 
Intelligent vehicle protection
The adapter  is  equipped with  an  intelligent  IPS  power  management  system.  As  a  result,  it  constantly  monitors  the  voltage of  the  car
battery and if it falls below a safe threshold, it automatically cuts off power to the camera. 
 
	Manufacturer
	DDPAI
	Model
	DC001
	Compatibility
	Mini 5, Z40, Z50, N3 Pro car cameras, etc.
	Input
	12 V
	Output
	5V 2A
	Cable length
	3 m 

Preço:

€ 20.50

Atividades e lazer, Acessórios Automóvel, Acessórios Automóvel, Dash Cameras
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